SPRASA, a novel sperm protein involved in immune-mediated infertility.
Antisperm antibodies (ASA) may be an important cause of infertility, but current tests for the detection of ASA have poor prognostic value. Identification of the sperm proteins that ASA bind to may aid the development of more useful diagnostic tests. One- and two-dimensional PAGE and western blotting analyses, as well as amino acid sequencing, were used to identify a novel sperm protein reactive with ASA (SPRASA) from infertile men. An antiserum reactive with SPRASA was produced by immunizing a rabbit with SPRASA excised from two-dimensional gels. This antiserum was used to demonstrate the localization of SPRASA on the sperm. Amino acid sequences derived from SPRASA matched those of a theoretical protein, XP-085564. This protein is derived from the C-type lysozyme/alpha-lactalbumin gene family. Immunohisto chemistry indicates that SPRASA is localized to the acrosome. Western blot analysis revealed that 50 unselected individuals did not have antibodies that reacted with SPRASA. Only ASA from infertile men react with SPRASA, suggesting that this novel protein may be important in the processes of fertility. The identification of SPRASA as the antigen for infertility-associated ASA raises the possibility of developing first, antigen-specific tests for ASA, and secondly, more targeted treatment for immune-mediated infertility.